Global Cooling Review by Progressive Pulse
Guitarist Vocalist, Joyce Cooling just
released her brand new project, “Global
Cooling” out on Group2. This is the first
independent project produced alongside her
partner in crime, Jay Wagner. The result is a
fusion of eclectic sounds and dance rhythms
that draw from the global neighborhood of
music. Joyce explains, “Global Cooling is like
taking a transcontinental flight, touching down
in fun, exciting and beautiful places. “We
were inspired to travel into uncharted
territory, so we really stretched ourselves to
get our passports in order. We played with a
lot of new instruments and layered tablas,
congas, bongos, sitar, berimbau and even
accordion over funk, rock and jazz. It was a
trip.”
Cooling’s fan base will appreciate jazz and bluesy tracks like the opening, “Grass
Roots”, “Rhythm Kitchen” and my favorite, “Dolores in Pink” which is a tribute to Jay
Wagner’s mom! New listeners will embrace the global sounds and dance beats found in
the title track of “Global Cooling” which showcases the exquisite musicianship of
Joyce’s acoustic guitar rhythms combined with the beautiful piano playing of Wagner
alongside a driving dance beat. This song will elevate your mood at any time of the day!
“Cobra” explores exotic lands of India and the Far East while “The Red Rose” is a sexy
and sensuous track that conjures up a Spanish Matador complete with the romanticism
of an accordion playing in the background. Your mind will explore your very own
drama/romance when you listen!
Vocal tracks are layered throughout “Global Cooling” showcasing the clarity and
richness of Cooling’s voice. Favorite tracks include, the stripped down track of “What
Are We Waiting For” which encourages us all to make that change personally and
globally. With lines like, “The endless sky stretches high above can you see the open
door? Did you look and feel the love, What are we wating for?” You’ll be singing along
with Joyce when she sings, “Ay Ah Eh Ay, I want to know now, What are we waiting
for?” “Chit Chat” is a fun and soulful track that pokes fun of our obsession with gossip
and trivial experiences yet encourages us to “write our own life’s movie script, the trip is
so much better than chit chat! ”The entire project is a satisfying and global sensation
from a passionate and talented artist!
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